
    

American sain General, 
15 Merrion Square, Dublin. 

VMareh Le “y% 1929. 

: Nedical Officer. in Charge, . 
Ue Se Public Health al 
American Consulate, 
Genoa, Italy. 

Sirs (Through Assietunt Surgeon General Rupert Blue, Paris, 
France } « 

| There is ueine gent from the headquarters of the Service in 
Paris, a form containing tests that are useful in the mental 
ie raereesensy ef Italian imigrants. 

It ie not necessary that every question on the form be given 
to every alien held up for secondary mental examination, or even 
to every one who is finally certified as defective, but in the ease 
of the latter, it is thought thet the performance tests, especially 
the Perguson Form Boards and Porteus tests, and the Terman tests, 

appropriate to the ability of the subject certified, should be 
given to those who are not obviously imbeciles. The reason for 
this is that a large number of tests reduces great the possibility 
ef error, and the record which should be kept in ali certified ea 
will then show a complete picture of. ane: case in the event that it 

becomes necessary to review it. 

The teats under the iene Samus knowLetee" are useful more 
as preliminary questions to determine whether to proceed further e 
than they are for the secondary exathination.s These questions have 
not been standardized, but they ere known to be very simple even 
for illiterates, and even mentally defective illiterates may answer — 
them correctly. 

The Mullan teats are found in Public Health Bulletin #0. and. 
are explained therc, but they can be given without this bulletin, 
The bulletin, however, explainge what a limited mumber of Italians 
did with these tests. It is, hherefore , helpful in drawing con- — 

@lusions from anewers to them. Observag that several of the ! 
tests are given as problems in terms of lire, bread, butter, ete. — 

he Terman Tests are fully explained in Teyman's Measurement of 
the Intelligence, and briefly in the Kecord Booklets, copies of 
which are at your station. In the form the a bd o a, ete., 
represent differenteparte of the test to be marked with plus or 
winns depending on | whether the answers are correct or or
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The method of calculating the mental age and intelligence 
quotient is given on pages 137 « 140 of Terman's Measurement of 
Intellicence. It is useful to calculate this, but it should be. borne 
in mind thet the American standard is not valid for Italian immigrants 
especially for adult illiterates or near illiterates. | 

‘The mambers to the left of each Terman test refer to the number 
of the test on the alternate @W given in Terman, except that in the 
& year group. the Jeometric figure in Alternate 2 refers to the — 
Learning test on page 47, Public Health Bulletin #90. 

ee All the performance tests inelud ing the Pintner cubes, have 
been standardized in America and the median or mental age placed at 
@ certain point. The standardisation can be found in the book, 
"A Manual of Individual Mental fests & Testing," by Bronner, Healy, 

. Lowe & Shimberg, you have already been requested to requisition this 
very useful book and I left with you a sheet showing the standard=- 
ization of five of these testa. 

It should also be borne in ming here that the American eteniasel 
are not strictly applicable to Italian enizrants. 

} At the end of the form is a summary of the results intended for 
the entrance of the median mental age and the Terman mental age in. 
a compact form for convenient’ comparison. A great diversity of — 
results will @ftem be shown, especially with the first four tests, 
showing that no one of these tests is ahome sufficient for a 
—en fhe Manikin test is suitable for ehilarengonly. 

Respectfully, 

  

Lawrenee Kolb, 
Surgeons


